Recent achievements

- Onboarding of new communication manager (started January 1\textsuperscript{st}) and new TA1 project manager (started January 20\textsuperscript{th}) and
- Integration of image annotation and NMRium implementation (ELN version 1.5.0)
- The TA3 Deliverable (D3.3.1: Gap analysis report for selected repositories) has been published on Zenodo. DOI is here attached \url{https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7602102}
- The current landscape of author guidelines published in \textit{Pure and Applied Chemistry} + Dataset published in \textit{RADAR4Chem}
- Second questionnaire disseminated
- Chemistry Data Days (NFDI4Chem community event): Planning completed, programme finalized, registrations open
- \textit{NFDI4Chem Instagram} account live
- NFDI4Chem TS: new features & other improvements
- NFDI4Chem Search Service: cooperation with Prof. Pleiss regarding search service
## TA1
- Regular quarterly activities for budget request & transfers
- “Verwendungsnachweis” submitted to DFG on 05.04.
- Preparation consortium meeting 3.5 & consortium meeting 4.0
- New participant application by BAM (Jens Riedel)

## TA2
- Local meeting at KIT with IPB members for integrating more biochemistry features
- Updated demo ELNs offered by NFDI4Chem, being used by NFDI4Microbiota
- Releases ELN V1.5.1
- Release ELN v1.6.0-rc0 with Shibboleth Authentication

## TA3
- Repos4Chem selection in Re3Data
- Describing diverse chemistry datasets across distributed data resources; RDA 20th Plenary Meeting - Gothenburg; March 21-23, 2023

## TA4
- RDA P20: “Chemistry Research Data Session”
- M4.4-Deliverable (Lead by Example) ready to be delivered
- Manuscript drafted on Harvesting, Federating and Harmonizing Domain-Specific metadata

## TA5
- Refreshed workshop concept
- Chemotion tutorial videos available in English on Zenodo and YouTube
- (Inter-)national dissemination at ACS Spring Meeting or DPG Frühjahrstagung
- Sonja Herres-Pawlis appointed to the board of directors of the InChI Trust

## TA6
- Terminology development: 6th VIBSO development meeting now voluntary bimonthly meetings every second Friday; call with CHARISMA elaborate synergies w/ VIBSO
- Legal: ELSA collaboration at meetings and due to legislative preparations of a Forschungsgesetz in Germany and a data law in EU
Upcoming events/meetings

- Consortium Meeting 3.5 (online), incl. Meeting according statute on 21.04.2023
- Herrenhäuser Conference (public) on 24.-25.04.2023
- InChI workshop on inorganic stereochemistry in Aachen on 10.-11.05.2023
- Bunsen-Tagung (public) on 05.-07.06.2023
- Chemistry Data Days 06.-07.06.2023
- Retreat Steering Committee + PMs on 25.-26.10.2023
- Consortium Meeting 4.0 (Jena) on 22.-23.11.2023

Announcements

- Admission of BAM to NFDI4Chem accord. BLV & statute requested
- Assignment of Uni Stuttgart to Consortium accord. Statute requested
- Sonja Herres-Pawlis appointed to the board of directors of the InChI Trust